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1. introduction 
Let Gj# 1, j E J,’ be a family of groups and G = nTEJGj be their free product. 
We will be interested in this paper in obtaining necessary and sufficient ccnnditions 
for G to be a residual nilpotent group, 
If X is a class of groups then the group F is a residual E-group (F E res IE) if and 
only if: 
Whenever 1$ f E F, there exists H 9 F such that F/PI E 2?! and f$Z H. 
Let now &(F), k = 1,2, . . ., be the kth term of the lower ce;?tral series of F. Then 
F will be residually nilpotent if and only if ni=, rk (F) = 1 a 
We denote the class of nilpotent groups by %, nilpote!lt groups without orsion 
by 3 and nilpotent p-groups of finite exponent by R,. In the paper [6] A.I. Malcev 
obtained sufficient conditions for residtial nilpotence 3: free products. 
Some definitions are necessary $0 formulate MalceVs results. 
First of all, if G = n&J Gj and G E res % then Gj CI res %, j E J. We suppose . 
therefore throughout this paper that Gj E res %, j E J. 
Let now f E resn. According to A.1, Malcev an eletient f E F is called 
generuked periodic (or periodic for short) if for any k there exists mk such that 
fmkE rk(F); if this mk is as small as possible we will say that_mk isthe order of f in 
F 1 rk (F). An elementf is a pelement if all the numbers ?nk are powers of p, where 
p is some prime number, Clearly, for F E res % the inclusion F E res 8 holds iff 8 
has no non-trivial periodic elements. 
An element h # 1 of a residual nilpotent group F is an element of infinite 
p-height, if for any n and< k there exists in F Ian elemeni a = a@, k) such that 
\ 
(1, aPw = h mod rk (p). 
‘It is sqposed that card 
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Thus some non-trivial element is an elrment of infinite p-height if 
group b /& (F), k = 1,2, . . ., it has a p” .th root for all n. 
Malcev’s Sulgfcient Conditions for the residual nilpotence of fke 
in any factor 
products are 
contained in Theorems 2 and 3 of [6] and can be formulated in the following way: 
The free product G = ny,,Gj E res%, ptouided ow of the f~~lowi 
sibilities holds. 
(1) All the groups Gi, j E J, do not contain perio& elements (in this case 
G E res 3). . . 
(2) For some prime p all the groups Gj, j E J, have IU) elements of infinite p-height. 
Some necessary conditions for the residual nilpotence of free products have been 
obtained in [6] too. These conditions can be formulated in the following way (see 
[6], Theorems 2 and 4). 
Malceu’s Necessary Conditions for the residual nilpotence of free products. 
If the free pro&C? G = ny,, C. F: rat ir) t&&n aithp ~11 the gmups G*, j E J, fiaw m v, b &Yil rr. ~.~~. Cewe I LIS, l 
elements of infinite p-height for some prime p ot no one of these groups hasp-elements 
for any prime p. 
1.2 Necessary and sufficient conditions for a free product to be residually nilpotent. 
Theorem 2.1 of this paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
residual nilpotence of free products. 
1.3 The non -coincidence of Malcev’s Sufficient Conditions with Necessary Condi- 
tions. 
AS was remarked by ~1. Malcev, it was unknown whether his Sufficient 
conditions (1) and (2) coincide with Necessary conditions in the general case (the 
Sufficient conditions coincide, however, with Necessary conditions in some special 
cases, in particular, when G, E ‘8, j E J). (see [6], p. 362). 
In Section 3 of the paper we give an example of a group H, which is a semidirect 
product of an abelian group by a free abelian group and satisfies the following 
conditions. 
(1) H contains a periodic element. 
(2) He res !Rp for any prime p. 
(3) G = H * H E res 9. (See Proposition 3.3). 
This means in particular that Sufficient conditions of Maker, do not coincide with 
Necessary conditions, even in the class of soluble groups. 
Let us now give a short description of the example. 
Let Q(xl, x2,. . . ) be the field of rationai function n the infinite set of the 
indeterminates Xi, i = 1,2,. . ., over the field of rationals ; we denote it for short by 
); Z[X] means the polynomial ring in the x,, i = 1, over the integers, arid 
is its ideal which is generated the efements xi, i = I,&. . . . 
We consider the polynomial ring X) [ y ] in an indeterminate y over 
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its quotient ring R mod the ideal (y’) : R = Q(X)[y]/(y2); the:image ofthe element 
y under the natural homomorphism Q(X)[y]-+ (X)[y]/(y’) is denoted by t. 
Let hk, k = 1,2 ,..., be the product of the first k prime numbers in the ring of 
integers 2. Thus, A! =_2, A? 79,. L_. , “, ., _I_,. ; I -:. ^ _,f 1 
The sub&g of I?, ihiih h’generated by the &ments , ” ’ * ._ * 
:._.;’ : 
I ._” I : I 7 * . .,. 
nr 
4 Xir l+x,, 
*Al& ’ 
i = 1,2; . . . . 
X~&“‘& ‘ ,’ 
“‘k fi,z;.,,., 
I , 
we denote by T. The ring f is obtained by adjoining to T the elemerit 1 f R. 
Let F be a free abelian group with free generators 
a, g,, hk, i=l,Z,.,., k=l,Z,..,;. 
and ZF be its group ring over the ring of integers Z. 
We check that the elements l+t; 1+Xi, i=l,Z,...; ~+~J(x~xP*x~), k = 
1,2 , . . . ; are invertible in T and we define the homomorphism 4 of ZF into T by 
i=l,Z ,...; k=l,Z ,... . 
. 
If now V is a free f-module of dimension T we coq.sider a semidirect product 
N = VF of the abelian additive group V and the free abelian group F such that 
f-’ vf = 4(f) l v, 
for f E F, v E V. 
We prove in Section 3 that the group H satisfies all .he demands (l)-(3). 
1.4. The reskirxq_l nilpotence of the augmentation ideal 
Let now ZF be a group ring of Z over the integers, v(F) be the augmentation 
ideal of ZF, (i.e. the ideal that is spanned by element:, f - 1, for f E F). 
The conditions on F under which nrmI wn (F) = 0 have been found in the 
paper [S]: 
The ideal U(F) is residually nilpotent if and only if one of the following two . 
possibilities holds : 
(1) F G ret@. 
(2) F E dis{?&), for some set of prime numbers {pi}, i E I (see below). 
Let us recall that for any group F the condition I?;=, gn (F) = 0 implies 
F E res 8. (See, for instance,z_‘[4]). ’ ’ ’ “’ ’ __ 
Theorem 2.1 and the Corokr$ of it, imply’via the conditions of [S] the truth of 
the converse implication for the .free products: 
*tit GI, j E J, be a family of groups and G = nt,, GI. Then G E res % if and only if 
the augmentation i&al w(G) is residually nilpotent. 
” 
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2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for G = fl&JGj to be residually nilpotent 
2.1. Notations and some known facts about discrimination by a family of groups 
We will need in the sequel the concept of discrimination by a family of 
(sze [l]) and the analogous concept for rings’. 
A family Ri, j E J, of groups (rings) discriminates a group (~ng) R, R E dis(RJ, 
j E J, if for every finite set rl, r2,. . ., rI of non-trivial elements of ,J;( there exists a 
j E J and a homomorphism of R into Ri such that +(ri)# 1 (4(r,)# O), i = 
I,2 1. 9 * l 09 
Let us remark that we shall deal frequently in the sequel with two cases of 
discrimination by a family of groups: F E dis{‘%,), i E I, (F is discriminated by 
nilpotent pi-groups of finite exponent, where {pi}, i E I, is some set of prime 
numbers) and F E dis !&, (the set {pi} contains only one prime number p). 
The following assertion can be proven easiIy. 
Lemma 2.1. Let F be a group and f E F be a non-identity periodic element, mk its 
order in F/Tk (F), k = 1,2, . . . Then F E res 91P impliesp 1 ?nk, for suficiently large k. 
Let us recall also a well known 
Let now F be a group. Then FPa 
the elements of the form fP’. 
fact: F E res 91P iff F E dis%,. 
denotes the subgroup which is generated by all 
Lemma 2.2. The set of all the elements of infinite p-height in F is a fully invariant 
subgroup which coincides Gth the subgroup n%=, n;,, F,,& (F). 
Proof. If x is an element of infinite p-height then for arbitrary k and s an element 
x E n;=,nf_, F,T, (F). Conversely, let f E n;,,% F’&(F) anA let k be an 
arbitrary natural number a?d 7 denote the image of element f under the natural 
homomorphism F --) P = F/I’, (F). We obtain that in the nilpotent group P the 






been proven in [7] that for the nilpotent group C? an integer valued 
4(s) can be found such that 
where fO is some element of P and 4(s)--* 00 when s -+ 00. 
As k is arbitrary the equations (2) and (3) imply that f has an infinite p-height 
and this completes the proof. 
*Here and in the sequel the term “ring” means associative ring 
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Corollary 2.1. Let G be a group and a subgroup H C (2 be a free factor in some free 
decomposition of G 
G=H*Q. 
Proof. (n;_, nr*, GPJk fG)) n.H,= n;,, ny=, H;,& (H) and. therefore h has 
an infinite p-height in H if its p-height in, G is infinite. 
The converse statement is evident.. 
Corollrrry 2.2, Let F be a group;2 p a prime number, fi, f2,. l ., fm non-identity 
elements of F. Then among these elements rh!re ate ho elemetits of infinite p-height iff 
there exists a homomorphism 4 of F itito a .group H E YIP, such that- 4u) # 1, 
i = I,2 ,..., n, 
E%o& Indeed, the absence of elements on infinite g-height among fi, f2,. a ., fn is 
equivtient o the condition fiti f&n:-* F,& (F),, i = I; 2,. . *, n. 
The last condition holds, ho*ever, iff there exists ko, so, such that fi e &g&F), 
i = 1,2,..., n, and the natural homomorphism of F oil the factor group F/F&&,(F) 
satisfies the demands of the assertion. 
, 
Corollary 2.3. Let G be a grdup. Then G has no elements of infinite p-height iff 
G E res VIP. 
2.2 
Proposition 2.1. ht F E res %, f E F be a periodic elem !nt whose order in F/& (F) 
ism&=1,2,k i j Let {pi, ‘i E X, & the set of a/l the 01 Cme divisors of t/l-e numbers / . ” 
mi,k =I,2 ,.... If an element h E F has an infinite pi-1 &ghi for every i E.1, then the 
commutator If, h ] = 1, .I * 
Proof. Let k be an arbitrary natural number apd J( /i be the images of the 
elements f and h under the natural homomorphism F + P = F/& (F). Tlhe order 
of f in P is mk and we cb I write f in a form f = fi&. . l f7, where 5 is an element 
whose order is a power of some pjP ii E I, j = 1,2,. . ., I. As h&has an infinite 
p4-height, j =, 1,2,. . ., 1; Malcev’s Theorem 1 of [6] shows [E &] = 1 also. As k was 
chosen arbitrarily we obtain that v, h] = 1. 
2.3 
Theorem 2.1. LRf G/, j E J, be a family of groups and G = r&&$. The@ 
G E res % i’ one of the following two possibilities holds. 
(i) AZ! the groups Gj, i E J, do not contain periociic elemenk 
(ii) For any finite set of non-trivial elements 
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that are taken from free factors Gji, i = 1,2, . . ., r, a prime p (depending on 
g13 $2, . ., g,) can be fourid such that none of the elements (4) is an element of infinite 
p-height in the corresplonding free factor Gji l
proof. Necessity. Let us suppose that G E res %. It foltows immediately that 
G! E res %, j E J. Then there are two possibilities. 
(a) All the groups Gj, j E J, do not contain periodic elements. 
(b) There exists in some Gfo a periodic element a# 1 whose order in G,/lYk (GiD) 
is nzk, k = 1,2,. . . . Let pi, i E 1, be all the prime divisors of numbers mk,t k = 1,2,. . . . 
tet us consider any free factors Gj,,, ar = 1,2,. . ., r, and let us choose in them any 
sequence of elements (4). We will prove that among pi, i E I, there exists a p such 
that no one of these elements has an infinite p-heightY3 
It is enough to consider the case when r 3 2 and for some m s I g, E G,,, when 
s s m, and g, belongs to some other free factors G1,, 2 s a 4 r, when WI < s d 1. 
Let us assume that for any pi, i E I, at least one of the elements (4) has infinite 
pi-height. To obtain a contradiction with residual nilpotence of G we will consider 
the set .ug, p = 1,2,. . ., n = m (I- m - l), of all commutators of the form u = 
[gS,, gSz], where s1 =S m ; m c s2 s 1. 
It follows easily (from Lemma 2.2, for instance), that for any pi, i E Z, in the 
sequence of elements up, p = 1,2,. . ., n, as in the sequence (4), there exist elements 
of infinite pi-height. On the other hand, it is known (see [2,8]) that the sequence I(#, 
p = 1,2,..., n, is a part of some free base of the Cartesian subgroup of G. This 
implies in particular that the left-normed commutator u = [ul, u2,. . ., u,] # 1. 
Lemma 2.2 implies that the element u has an infinite pi-height for any pi, i E I. 
We obtain therefore from %oposition 2.1 that the elements u and a commute and 
hence, u E G,O, which is ir~possible because u is a non-identity element from the 
Cartesian subgroup of G. 
The contradiction shows that there exists among pi, i E I, a p such that no one of 
elemen bY ( tj i~ an element of infinite p-height. 
Suficiency. Let us suppose that either possibility (i) or (ii) holds. We will consider 
each case separately. 
(i) AlI the groups Gj, j E J, do not contain periodic elements. We obtain that 
Gj E res 8, j E J, and Malcev’s results imply that G E res 3. 
(ii) For any finite number of non-trivial elements g,, g,, . . ., g,, that are taken from 
some free factors G,,, ar = 1,2,. . ., r, a prime p (depending on these elements) can be 
found such that none of them is an element of infinite p-height. 
’ This fact implies that 6 E dis{%!JZ,}, i E I. We will prove this in 
conditions of this theorem (see also Corollary 2.4 of Theorem 2.1). 
the proof of sudficiency of the 
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We will prove thaL iu this case there exists a set (pi}, i E I, of prime numbers uch 
that C E dis{Y&,}, i E I, 
Let V 1, 0 2,. . ., II,, be any non-trivial elements of G. It is enough to find a prime p, 
depending on ox, 02, . . ., u,,, and a homomorphism 8 of G into some group Q E fn,, 
such that O(tt,)#t, @-1,2 ,..., n. . i. , -1 I _ 
Let q1,g2, _ s .# qN be al1 the elements that appear in fhe representations of- Q, 
j3 = 1,2,. . .) rt, as products of elements of free factors. We can suppose that 
91% 4% l * l s qlv, E G; &+1, qIv,+2, l * 09 q&j c %a; l l 6; 
qN,-l+l, qff,-,+2, . . ..+dXk 
If p is a prime number such that among the elements. ql, q2,. o ., qN there are no 
elements of infinite p-height -then Lemma 2.2 and its Corollaries 2.1 -and 2.2 imply 
that for any j = 1,2,. . ., r there exists a homomorphism +j of GI irito a group 
H) E %,, such that the images of elements ql, q2, . . ., qN are non-trivial. 
We can find now a homomorphism C#J of G into a group H = fl&Hj such that 
+(G,)C& j = LL.., r, and 4(Gj) = 1 when j# 1,2,. . ., r. Since b,(q~)# 1, 
a = I, 2, l l ., Iv, we obtain that in the group H 
ha = +(u,)# 1, p = 1,2,...,n. 
Since the group H is a free product of nilpotent p-groups of finite exponents we 
obtain from Malcev’s theorems that H has no elements of infinite p-height; 
Corollary 2.3 of Lemma 2.2 implies now that H E res !I$, and therefore H E dis !R,. 
We can find therefore ahomomorphism + of H imo a group Q E R, such that 
+(ha)fl, /3 = 1,2,...,n. 
The homomorphism 8 = +c$ maps now the group (3 into Q and O(ZI~)# 1,
p = 1,2,..., n, and this completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.4. Let G,, j E 3, be a family of groups an .I G = nTEJGi. Let: g be a 
non-trivial periodic element in some free factor Gj, i’& its order in GJfk (G]), 
k=l,2,...;’ {PI}, i E I the set of ail the prime divisors of wmbers mk, k A’l, 2,. . . . 
Then G E res)$z if 0 E dis{&,,}, i E IL 
Proof. Let us assume that G E res %. Then as has been proven in the proof of 
necessity of the conditions of Theorem 2.1, for any sequence of elements 
&,82, l . ., gi * 
which are taken from some free factors Gjl, Gj2,. e ., Gj, such p among pi, i E I, can 
be found that no one of the elements g#, s = 1,2,. . ., I, is an element of i&h&e 
p-height, This implies as was proven in the proof of sufficiency of the conditians 
(Case (ii)) that G E dis{%,), i E I, and the assertion follows. 
We will need the following consequence of Theorem 2.1 in Section 3; 
‘Let us recall, that G, E res%, j-E J, and hence, I is not eh$ty. 
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Corollary 2.5. Under the conditiorss of Theorem 2.1 let us suppose that all the 
groups Gil j E J, are isomorphic to somt fixed group H. Then G E res % i/J H E res 8 
or H E dis{$,}, i E I. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.1. 
We prove now that for some special cases the residual nilpotence of the group 
G = ntEJ Gj implies Gj E res %, for .;ome prime p, i.e. Malcev’s Sufficient Condi- 
tions coincide in these cases with Necessary Conditions. 
Proposition. 2.2. Let G = n:,, Gj and g E Gb be a periodic element. Let us suppose 
that all the orders mk of g in GJrk (GJ k = 1,2,. . ., have only a finite set of prime 
divisors (p, ), i = i, 2, . . ., n. Then G E res 93 implies Gj E res %, j E J for some 
p E(pi}, i = 1,2,...,n.’ 
Proof. If nk be the order of g in G/rk (G) then it is well known that & = mk, 
cc = 1,2,. . ., and {pi}, i = 1,2, . . ., n, is the set of all prime divisors of the numbers &, 
k = 1,2,... . We see that Corollary 2.4 of Theorem 2.1 implies that G E res % iff 
G E dis@,,}, i = 1,2, . . ., n. 
The inclusion G E res’%, follows now from Proposition 2.4 of [S]. Let F be u 
group and F E dis{sp,}, where {pi}, i = 1,2,. . ., n, is a finite set of prime numbers. 
Then F E res !J$, for som : p being taken among pi, i = 1,2, . . ., n. 
Hence, Gj E res ‘8,, j ‘3 J. 
Cmollary 2.6. Let G = n&G, where some free factor Gb is a group with the 
following property : Gh contains a subgroup A# 1 that is a finite extension of its 
commutator subgroup H’ Then G E res % implies Gj E res 8,,, j E J, for some 
prime p. 
Proof. Follows from Proposition 2.2 and from Schur’s Theorem (See [3], p. 190). 
3. The non-coincidence of Malcev’s Sufficient Conditions with Necessary Conditions 
The main result of this paragraph is Proposition 3.3. Some information about 
qlit extensions of abelian group is obtained in Propositions 3.1 and 3.3. 
We use the notations of Subsection 1.3. 
sMalcev’s Sufficient Conditions show in particular that G, E res !I$,, j E J, implies G E red&,. 
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3.2 SpZit free extensions. 
Let F be a group and + a homomorphism of ZF into some ring ;P with unit; ,we 
suppose that 4(l) = t. If V is a left P-module we consider it as a @module in the 
usual way, 
x.0 =cg(x)*v, 
for x E ZF, v E K 
As it is well known such a ZF-module V defines a group ,H? which ‘is a split 
extension of the abelian ormal subgroup V by the group F; any element h EI H is 
represented uniquely in the way 
h = fv, f =? v E v, 
where 
f-‘vf=fw, 
We will be interested here in the special,case when V is a free P-module:. The 
group H is defined in this case by F, P, the homomorphism 4 and the dimension r 
of V; it will be called a split free P-extension of the abelian group V and we denote 
this by H = S(F, P, 7, 4). 
Proposition 3.1. Let H = X(F, P, ~,4), where P E dis P’, j E J, and let us suppose 
that the homomorphism ZF 5 P induces an isomorphic imbedding 4(F) G P. 
Then H E dis{H,,k}, for HI,k = Z(Fk, pi, T, & ), where Fk is some group and #k is a 
homomorphism of ZFk into Pi skh that it satisfies the ,following conditions: 
(1) 4,JZFk) = Jl&(ZF), where & is some homomoyhism of P into Ph 
(2) 4k (FL) = 5. 
Proof. Let h, = fiv,, t = 1,2,. 9 ., I be non-trivial elements of H. If ei, i E I, is a 
basis of a free P-module V of dimension r then 
(5) V, = c Ariei, 
ArJ E P, t = 1,2,. . ., 1. 
Let us remarK now that since 4, is a monomovhism of F into P, then the 
condition fi f I is equivalent the condition #J@, - 1) ~4 0. 
We can find j, k = k(j) and a homomorphism & of P into PI such that 
& (+(fi - 1)) # 0 and #k (A,*) # 0 for the nonzero 4cb; - 1) and hti. mus ak = Ilk+ 
is a homomorphism pf ZF into Pj* 
Letpow.I,~~=(l+kera~)nFandF~ = F/~tk, Then a&~duces ahomomorphism 
of ZFk into Pi, which we denote by (bk. ‘Clearly, & (4) $3 Fi. 
Let U be a free Pi-module with basis Ui, i QE I. We define a homomorphism 4 of 
abeIi;m group V into W by 
A.L. Licbnan 
It can be checked that it follows from (6) that for f E F, 0 E V 
(7) 
We define now a map 8 Of H into @k by 
for f E F, v E K 
One can check that the map (8) is a h Jmomorphism and that O(k) # 1,2,. . ., 2. 
A ring P we call a p-r@ if P is nilpotent and its additive group has exponent pm. 
Pf P is some p-ring of exponept pm and Zpm is the residue class ring modp”, we can 
consider the ring p = Z&m+ P, where the operations are defined in a natural way. 
This ring will be called a P-ring corresponding to P. The class 8, (&,) is a class of 
y” -rings l@l -rings); the classes disj@ 1 ‘A+#4 11 ; c 1 are defined as in the case of \“,prJ, \- I” BIB l b 9 
groups. 
Pploposition 3.2. Let I+ =bZ(F, p, 7,4) where 4 is a homomorphism of ZF into a 
jking P such that 4(F) is an isomorphic embedding of F into the group 1 + P? Then 
HE%,. 
Proof. It can be checked that for the (I + 1)” term of the lower central series of H: 
(9 l-‘,+l (H) = f,+, :F)Vl, v, = o’(F)a V, 
where or(F) is the aug nentation ideal of ZF. 
Let us suppose now that p” = 0. Since +(o(F))E P, we obtain that wn (F)* V = 
0. We also see that the group ,F c 1 + P is a nilpotent group of class G n and 
therefore r, (H) = 1. Finally it can be checked easily that H is a group of finite 
p-exponent. 
3.3. The properties of the rings T and F. 
Lemma 3.1. (a) For any h E T there exists a unique representation 
(10) h = f, + f2t, where fi,f;! E QW 
(b) Let To be the subring of T which is generated by the e!ements XI, xJ(l + xi), 
i = 1,2,..., T1 be the ideal of T which is generated by the elements , Akt/(xIxZ l l l xk), 
k = 1,2,..., then T is a direct sum of the subring To and the ideal T,. 
The Lemima follows from the definytion of the ring T. 
6Thus, F is a subgroup of the adjoint group of P. 
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Lemma 3.2, Let Ai, i :.c= 1,2,. . ., n, be non-zero ideals of T. Then nyW, A, # 0, 
Mo~eowr, there &SS.S LL non-zero a E ny==, rAi suck that a = p[X]t, where 
.PEXl E VI- 
Fro&. Let 0# ai E Ai, i = 1,2,. . ., s We obtain from Lemma 3,l that 
t& = fii + f& 
where fliy fzi E Q(X), i z 1,2, . . ., n. 
We put now a:= at if fli =O and ai = ait when fti # 0. We see that 0 # a { E Ai 
and ai can be written in the form 
a:=fit,fiEQ(X;,~ i=l,2 ,..., n. 
We can multiply now 41 the elements a{ by suitable polynomials from Z[X] to 
obtain elements 
where pi [X] E Z[X], i = 1,2, . . ., n. 
It follows now that ,the elemetrt 0 # a = (ny-lpi [X])t E nykI Ai and the Lemma 
is proven. 
Lemma 3.3. Supapse that, $rr sme p [x1, x2, . . ., x, ] E Z[X] we have 
(11) p[x*, x2,. . ., xq]t E T”. 
Then 
(12) p[x1, x2, ’ * ‘9 x4] = (X)n-* + ng (hk)(xn-‘-k), 
k=l 
where (hk) is the principal ideal of .Z[X] which is g( nemted by &, k =_ 1,2,. . . . 
Proof. We have from (11) 
where ql,, qk, l l .) qk are taken from the system of generators 
,a. 
t; xi, 1+ xi 9 
hkt’ ; 
x1x2 - l ’ xk 
i== 1,2,.. .; k =l,&. . . . 
The uniqueness ofthe representation (10) implies that in the right side of (13,) the 
sum of all products qrlqh l . . qlm which have not a factor of the form ifi or 
&t/(x& l l ’ xk)‘must be equal CO zero;I$ence, we “obtain from (13) 
‘It is supposed thatX0= 1. 
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We obtain from the last equation and from Lemma 3.1 




I+ xI,+I 1 + xy+2 * l l 1 + x+_, XrX2 l l l x+ l 
Let us consider now the Laurent formal series 
(16) &= 2 (-l)W+‘xr, j=1,2 ,.... 
1 c(=l 
We substitute them in (15) and obtain the representation of the right side of (15) as 
a formal series in the indeterminates xi, i = 1,2,. . . ; this formal series must coincide 
with the polynomial p [x1, x2, . . ., xk 1. 
Le,’ us remark that the terms of these series which come from the first sum in (15) 
have’ degree 3 n - 1. 
Thus, any term of degree n - 1- k, 1 s k G n - 1, occuring in p[xl, . . ., x,] is 
obtbined by a multiplication of a monomial of degree n - 1 + d, d 2 0, [which is a 
product of not less th;in n - 1 powers of indeterminates x,) by the polynomial 
Alr+dl(WZ l ’ l &cd)* 
This means that the coefficient of any term of degree n - 1 - k is divisible by 
h k+d, d 3 0. Since hk 1 h k +d we obtained (12) and the Lemma is proven. 
Lemma 3.4. The ring T is residually nilpotent. 
Proof. Let US suppose that there exists some non-zero element a E nz.=, I”‘. It 
follows in particular from Lemma 3.2 that we can suppose without loss of generality 
that Q = p[xl, x2,. . ., x,]t, where 0 # p(xl, x2,. . .,x4] E Z[X]. 
Let m be an arbitrary integer. Then the inclusion p [XI, x2,. . .,x4] t E TZm, 
together with Lemma 3.3 implies easily 
(17) p[x,, x2, - l l J&=(X)” +&I). 
Since m is arbitrary and A,,, = plp2 - l ‘p,,, we obtain from (17) that 
p[x1, x2, l l -, x,] = 0 which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.5. Let n be a natural number. Then the order of the element t in the 
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Since A.,f = ~1x2 l l l x,?,t/(.x~~~_- l l x&E _T”+l we see thqt the order of t in 
is .a divisor of A, = plpz;-*_ pm;- It is- -enough $herefore~ .to’,: prove that 
nei T . (We assume ho to, be equal to 1). r: * ** .’ + i / j : ~ 
Indeed, Iet us suppose that A,+ t E T”? We apply Lemma 3.3 to obtain 
A,_1 E (A&which contradicts the definitions .ofnumbers Ak; 
The truth of the second statement of the Lemma follows from the equation 
A k+n h+n 
&+lXk-t2.’ l ’ &+n = - 
Ak 
XIX2 l * “Xlt+” A,‘ &X?** *Xk ’ 
which implies 
Lemma 3.6. Let tit}, i = 1,2,. , ., be the set of all the prime numbers in 2. Then 
TEdis@,}, i = 1,2 ,... . 
Pawof. Let {al, u2,. . ., ul} be a finite set of non-zero elements of T. We need to find 
a homomorphism 4 of T into some p-ring (se>e 3.2) such that 4(ui)# 0, 
j=1,2 ,..., 1. 
Lemma 3.2 implies that there exists a non-zero a E f& (Us) such that u = 
p[X]t E TI.’ It is enough to find an ideal K c T such that a fZ K and T/K is a 
p-ring. 
Let n be a natural number such that u@Z Tn. (See Lemma 3.4). According to 
Lemma 3.5 we can choose among the divisors of th 2 order of a in the-additive 
group of the ring T/T” some prime p,/ An. t 
Let us consider now ~the set: S = {s E:T 1 pus E T , @,p) = 1). 
We see that S is an ideal and Q $Z S. Once more Le.mma 3.5 implies that we have 
for the element yk = Akf/(XIXZ l . l &) 
A =$$ E T”, k := 1,2,... i 
Sauce An+kIh = pn+#n+2 l l l pn+k it follows that for k 3 n (hn+k/Ak,p) = 1 and 
hence yk E S when k * n. 
We obtain that the quotient ring TI/Tr fI S is a p-ring; let pm be the exponent of 
its additive group. 
Let now K = S + pmTO. Since S is an ideal in T and 
/ T(p”T,,) = ?J&~~T~) e T~(T~ ti S) (~3 c*ti, 
‘We mean the order of t + T”*l in the additive group of T f 7’“*‘= 
‘See Lemma 3.1, where TO and T1 are defined. 
we see that K is an ideal in T. The definition of K shows that K f7 1; = S f7 Tt. 
Since a e S we obtain that ae K n Tr. This together with a E T1 implies Q E K. 
We see also that K 2 S 2 T” and hence the quotient ring T/K is niipoteqt. 
Let us remark now that K n TO 2 p”To; this implies that the additive group of 
TO/K n TO has an exponent pm*, where m 1 s m. Hence the additive group of T/K 
has an exponent pm and this completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.1. Let ? be the subring of R which is generated by f and 1. Then 
TEdis{&,}, i = 1,2 ,... . 
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.6, and the fact that T is a direct sum of the ideal T and 
the subring 2, which follows easily from the definition of T and R. 
3.1 
Lemma 3.7. 7&e elements l+t; 1+x,; 1+Akt/(xlx2-a+); i=l,2,...; k = 
192 ? l l ‘9 are invertible in F and generate freely a free abelian group F 2 1 + T. 
Proof. Since t* = 0 we see that (1+ t)-‘= 1 -t; 
1 f Akt 
-1 
= --- 1 * 
XIX2 ’ ’ ’ & XIX2 l l l X& 
This, together with the independence over 2 of the elements t; A,! /(x1x2. e . xi), 
k = 1,2,. . ., imply easily that the elements 




generate freely some free abelian group F1 C 1 + TI. 
On the other hand’ we see that (1 + xr)(l - xi/(1 + x,)) = 1, and this implies that 
the elements 1 + Xi, i = I,&. . ., are free generators of an abelian group F2 5;; 1 + TO. 
We obtain therefore that F, n F, = 1 and hence we have for the subgroup F which 
is generated by the elements 1 + t ; I+ xi ; 1 + hkt /(x1x2.. . xk); i = 1,2,. . .; 
. 
k = 1,2,...; 
F = F, x F2, 
and the assertion follows. 
Proposition 3.3. Let F be a free abelian group with free generators 
a; gi; hk; i&1,2,...; k = 1,2,... . 
Then 
(a) There exists a homomorphism 4 of ZF into f such that t)(F) is an isomorphic 
imbedding of F into I+ T and 
4(a)=l+t, ~(gi)=I-tXi, cb(hk)=l+ hkf ; i=l,2,..-: k=1,2,-*** 
x1x2 l l ’ Xk 
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(b) The metabelian group M = ;G(F, f, ~~4) sutisfks the following conditiohns 
HEdis(R,), i = 1,2 ,..., 
Proof. (a) The assertion follows immediately from Lemma 3.7. 
(b) Lemma 3.6 states that T E dis@,}, i =: 1,2, . - . . We apply now Proposition 3.1 
to obtain that H E dis & r = ,l, 2, , .i2 where Hr = C (E,, Pi, P, +,)& is a &ring for 
some prime number pi and +, (fi,) = JQ, v . b’ ’ I_ * ’ 
We have also &(Z&) = @iI 4 (ZF), wherle #jl is some homomorphism of f into 
A.; hence &Jl + T) c 1 + pi and J;i, (&) is, an ,isomorphic embedding of fi, into 
1 + Pi. Proposition 3.2 shows now that .Fir E %,, which proves H TV dis(%J, 
i = 1,2,... . 
Let us ‘suppose now that H F’ies’!&‘for $orne$:p =-pi; b the skquence of all the 
prime numbersPI, which are ordered by magnitude. 
The group H = FV is a split erttension of lits abelian normal subgroup V, which is 
considered as a ZF-module. We obtain now from (9) 
. 
l-,+,(H)= o’(F)+; I-= 1,2 ,... 0, ’ 
It can be checked easily that the stubring o(F) of ZF is generated by the elements 
(a-l), (a-‘-l); (gf-1), (gr’-1); (hk-111, (hi’-1); i=l,Z,...; k =1,2,...; 
It follows from this that d@(F)) = T, and we obtain 
WV I’,+,(H) = 4 (id (F)) . V = T’ 9 V, 1 = 1,2,. . . . 
Let now ej, j E J, be some basis of V’. We take some :lement e from this basis and 
consider the element . 
where k is some number such that k 3 io. 
We see from (18) and (19) that v E rz(H:) and the order of v in &(H)/z&~(H) 
coincide with its order in the additive group of T l e/T’ l e ; L<emma 3.5 stazesthat 
this order is a divisor of &+,,/& = @+#k+2 l . ylkfne Hence the order Of v in 
H/I’, (H) is relatively prime with pb for any I B 2 and this contradicts Lemlma 2.1. 
Thus, HE res Sp for any prime R. 
Finally, the inclusion H E dis !l$,,, i = l,:!, . . ., together with Il-orotlary 2.5 of 
Theorem 2.1 implies H *.H E res R. ,, + 
. It was proven in [S) that the conditions F E dis{%,}, i E I, and E;” E 
re&& are equivalent, if I is a finite set; Proposition 3.3. shows that these classes of 
groups do not coincide in the general case. 
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